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Abstract
The removal of contaminated HCl gas in the petrochemical plants is essential to prevent corrosion problems, catalysts 
poisoning, and downstream contamination. Alkali-treated activated carbon (AC) was proposed as an effective adsorbent 
for HCl removal. Understanding the underlying mechanism of HCl adsorption on modified AC is key to design promising 
strategies for removal of HCl and other chlorinated hydrocarbon gases in the  H2 feedstock. Here, a combined experimental 
and computational approach was used to study the role of alkali treatment on the adsorption behavior of HCl on the AC 
surfaces. We find that an interplay between alkali ions and oxygen-containing functional groups on the AC surface plays a 
crucial role in stabilizing the adsorbed HCl. The origin of such stable adsorbed configurations can be attributed to the dis-
sociative adsorption of HCl leading to a formation of low energy species such as water,  OH– and  Cl– anions. These anions 
are electrostatically stabilized by the alkali ions resulting in a strong adsorption of −3.61 eV and −3.69 eV for  Na+ and  K+, 
respectively. Close investigation on charge analysis reveals that the epoxy functional group facilitates adsorbent-surface 
charge transfer where O and Cl atoms gain more charges of 0.37 e and 0.58 e which is in good correlation with the improved 
adsorption strength. The calculated results are consistence with the experimental observations that the Langmuir adsorptivity 
has been enhanced upon alkali modification. The maximum adsorption capacity of AC has been improved approximately by 
4 times from 78.9 to 188.9 mg/g upon treatment.

Keywords DFT · HCl removal · Graphene · Alkali treatment

Introduction

Natural gas has evolved as one of the largest and most effi-
cient fuel for energy and electricity generation. Natural 
gas mainly contains methane that can be used to produce 
hydrogen with thermal processes such as steam-methane 

reformation, which therefore refers to as a  H2 feedstock 
(Faramawy et al. 2016). The contaminated hydrogen chlo-
ride (HCl) gas found in natural gas processing causes sev-
eral problems such as pipeline corrosion, catalyst poison-
ing, and downstream contamination (Crum 2006). Due 
to its high corrosive property and ability to form various 
undesired chlorinated products, HCl is very much concerned 
and needed to be removed from the gas stream (Acelas and 
Flórez 2018; Wu et al. 2020).

Several strategies have been used to remove contami-
nated HCl from the  H2 feedstock. While the HCl gas could 
be eliminated by dissolving into an aqueous solution, this 
process accompanying large proton hydration energy is 
extremely exothermic where the excess heat is needed to 
be taken care of (Ando and Hynes 1997). Other strategies 
were also implemented to eliminate the HCl gas such as 
membrane separation, chemical reaction, and adsorption 
(Mouazer and Scheffer 2017; Wang et al. 2021). Gas adsorp-
tion is considered a promising approach since it is highly 
efficient, simple to operate, environmentally friendly, and 
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cost effective (Benosmane et al. 2021; Liu et al. 2019; Yang 
et al. 2021). Several experimental studies have explored the 
adsorption of HCl gas onto various solid sorbents includ-
ing zeolites, metal–organic framework, alkali-based sorb-
ent, metal oxides, and activated carbon (AC) (Tolentino 
et al. 2020; Weinlaender et al. 2018). Among these adsor-
bent materials, AC has attracted much attention due to its 
low cost, large surface area, and various surface functional 
groups (Weinlaender et al. 2018).

Regarding the cited experimental works, surface oxygen 
atoms on the adsorbent materials could be the origin of their 
superior adsorptivities. In particular, an experimental study 
demonstrates that modification AC using NaOH solution sig-
nificantly improves the adsorption capacity of the material 
(Cazetta et al. 2011). It was reasoned that NaOH treatment 
induced formation of oxygen-containing functional groups 
on the surface which could effectively bind to the HCl gas 
molecules (Wu and Tseng 2008). Nevertheless, the underly-
ing mechanism of an interplay between alkali cations and 
surface oxygen atoms to facilitate the adsorption of the HCl 
gas has not yet been clearly explained.

Density functional theory (DFT) has been used as a tool 
to better understand the behavior of adsorbate on the surface 
in wide range of applications. For example, several com-
putational works studied adsorption behavior of small gas 
molecules on AC surfaces where the local structures of AC 
were modeled using a graphene sheet. The calculated results 
reveal that these molecules only physically interact with the 
surface with the calculated adsorption energies in the range 
of 0.03–0.07 eV (Leenaerts et al. 2008; Supong et al. 2019). 
This is because pristine graphene exhibits well-distributed 
charge leading to high stability and poor reactivity. Never-
theless, it has been reported that introducing metal promot-
ing contaminant gas resistance (Zhang et al. 2017), therefore 
modifying graphene structure via impurity-doping, creation 
of vacancies, and attaching oxygen functional groups (You 
et al. 2017) can significantly enhance the adsorptivity as evi-
denced by increasing of adsorption energy and the number 
of electrons transferred.

It can be seen that experiments and computations offer 
different merits toward the adsorption study. While experi-
ments deliver information in accordance with macroscopic 
properties of sorbents and gas adsorption, absence of 
molecular insight forbid the fundamental understanding of 
the interactions. Computations, on the other hand, allow us 
to explore the behavior of gas adsorption at the molecular 
level despite their inability to provide practical macroscopic 
properties. In this work, we used a combined computational 
and experimental approach to systematically investigate the 
effect of alkali treatment on improving HCl adsorption on 
the AC surface. In particular, we carried out DFT calcula-
tions to study the interplay of the surface oxygen and alkali 
ions on the adsorption behavior of HCl. Pristine graphene 

was used as a model to represent the local structure of AC. 
Epoxy and hydroxyl groups and the presence of different 
alkali cations were considered in the model to study their 
effects toward HCl adsorption. Adsorption energies and 
electronic structures based on density of states and charge 
differences were analyzed to describe the character of HCl 
adsorption on the modified surfaces. In addition, to con-
firm the computational predictions, NaOH-treated AC was 
prepared and characterized to identify induced functional 
groups on the surface. HCl adsorption experiments were car-
ried out to examine adsorption capacity of the prepared AC.

Materials and method

Computational details

All calculations were carried out using the spin polar-
ized density functional theory (Kohn and Sham 1965) 
with periodic boundary conditions as implemented in the 
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP 5.3) (Kresse 
and Furthmuller 1996; Kresse and Furthmüller 1996; Kresse 
and Hafner 1993). The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof form 
of generalized gradient approximation was chosen as the 
exchange–correlation functional (Perdew et al. 1996). We 
used the Grimme’s correction method (DFT-D3) to prop-
erly take into account the van der Waals interaction between 
surface and adsorbates (Grimme et al. 2011). The projector 
augmented-wave method (Blöchl 1994; Kresse and Joubert 
1999) was employed to describe nucleus and core electron 
potentials where their valence-electron wave functions 
were expanded in plane-wave basis with a cutoff energy of 
400 eV. The treated valence electrons are O 2s2p, C 2s2p, 
H 1 s, and Na 2p3s. The convergence criteria of the self-
consistent field are within 1.0×10−6 eV whereas the force 
convergence of ionic relaxation was set to 0.02 eV/Å.

We constructed a 5 × 5 supercell of pristine graphene 
(p-graphene) containing 50 carbon atoms to model the local 
structure of AC surfaces. A 15 Å vacuum gap was added in 
the normal direction to avoid spurious interactions between 
periodic images. Various foreign atoms were added on the 
graphene to simulate the modified AC surfaces including 
epoxy group, hydroxyl group, and alkali metal atoms (Na 
and K). Behavior of HCl adsorption was explored at differ-
ent conditions of pristine and modified graphene where their 
internal coordinates were relaxed using a 4 × 4× 1 Γ-centered 
k-point grid. The adsorption energies, Eads, were then calcu-
lated using Eq. (1).
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HCL/surface
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where EHCl/surface, Esurface, and EHCl represent the total ener-
gies of systems containing adsorbed HCl on the surface, the 
surface, and the gas-phase HCl molecule, respectively.

The electronic structures of the adsorbate and gra-
phene systems were investigated by analyzing their Bader 
charges (Henkelman et al. 2006; Sanville et al. 2007) and 
projected density of states (PDOS). To closely investigate 
the origin of the improved adsorption strength between 
the HCl gas and surface species, Bader charge analysis 
implemented by Sanville et  al. (2007) was performed 
where the charge distribution before and after adsorp-
tion was analyzed. Charges on atoms were determined 
by assigning an integration number of electronic charge 
density where Bader uses zero-flux surfaces to define the 
integration region of each atom. The bonding character 
of the newly formed compounds can be better understood 
by analyzing their projected density of states (PDOS). 
PDOS calculations reveal the contribution of atomic 
orbitals toward electronic structure of the surface where 
number of different states at a particular energy level are 
projected to an atom type (Menezes and Ullah 2021).

In addition, thermodynamic properties of an isolated 
HCl gas molecule were calculated using the quantum 
chemical program TURBOMOLE version 7.2 (Ahlrichs 
et al. 1989; GmbH 2010). Optimization of the molecu-
lar geometries and frequency calculations has been car-
ried out at the B3LYP/TZVP (Becke 1993; Schäfer et al. 
1994) level of theory. Thermodynamic properties were 
calculated under different temperatures and a constant 
pressure of 1 atm.

In order to fully investigate the thermodynamic sta-
bility of adsorbed HCl molecules on AC and modified 
AC, we carried out constrained ab initio thermodynamic 
calculations to account for the effects of temperatures and 
HCl partial pressure at operating conditions. The Gibbs 
free energies of adsorption, Gads , were computed using 
Eq. (2)

where ΔZPE is the difference of zero-point energy 
�

ZPE =

Ni
∑

j=1

h�j

2

�

 between the product state (adsorbed mol-

ecule on the surface) and the reactant states (gas-phase HCl 
and bare surface) with �j being the vibrational frequency of 
the jth mode and Ni being the number of vibrational modes. 
The partition functions of the adsorbed HCl on the surface, 
Qsurface/HCl, and the surface prior adsorption, Qsurface, were 
calculated using only the vibrational contributions whereas 
that of the gas-phase molecule, QHCl, took into consideration 
all contributions from rotational, translational, and 

(2)

G
ads

= E
ads

+ ΔZPE − kBT ln
Q

surface/HCl

Q
surface/HCl

Q
HCl
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P
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P0

vibrational partition functions. The effect of HCl partial 
pressure on the Gibbs free energy of adsorption is obtained 
assuming the gas phase is ideal as corrected via the kBTln

PHCl

P0
 

term. Negative Gads indicates thermodynamically stable 
adsorption of HCl at the considered temperature and 
pressure.

Experiments

Preparation of NaOH‑treated activated carbon

The activated carbon (AC) derived from coconut shell was 
obtained [Puresorb co. Ltd., Thailand]. Chemicals and gases 
including sodium hydroxide (NaOH) pellets [Merck Co., 
Ltd, Germany], 99.99% purity of hydrogen gas [TIG Co. 
Ltd., Thailand], 600 ppm of hydrogen chloride (HCl) [TIG 
Co. Ltd., Thailand] were used. The NaOH-treated AC was 
prepared by an impregnation technique. The 12 g of AC in 
granular form with 0.5 g/L bulk density was soaked in a 6 
and 12 mol/L NaOH solution for 4 h. The treated AC was 
consequently filtered and dried at 80 °C for overnight. Then, 
0.1 g of the treated AC was placed onto a plastic plate inside 
an enclosed plastic adsorption chamber.

Characterization

Both prior and spent adsorbents were characterized for phys-
ical and chemical properties. The surface functional groups 
were characterized using the Fourier transforms infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy (Vertex 80/80 V, Bruker, Germany). 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were gathered from dif-
fractometer (Bruker D8 advanced, Germany) equipped 
with Cu Kα radiation source at 40 kV. The surface area was 
characterized by  N2 sorption using Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 
(BET) technique (Autosorb-1, chrantachrome, BL model). 
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with elec-
tron-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were used for sur-
face morphology characterization and environmental analy-
sis (JEOL Electron Microscope, model JSM-5410LV and 
EDS Oxford Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectrometer model 
INCA-350).

HCl adsorption test

The adsorption experiments were carried at constant tem-
perature of 35 °C. Prior to each adsorption test, the chamber 
was filled with  N2 followed by vacuuming until the pressure 
inside the chamber was below 1 torr. The initial 600 ppm of 
hydrogen chloride (HCl) was used at initial. The 50 ml/min 
of feed gas was initially mixed in a chamber by 30 mL/min 
of HCl balanced in  H2 and 20 ml/min of  H2 (99.99%). The 
feed gas was kept for 45 min until the final HCl concentra-
tion was 500 ppm. Concentrations remaining in the chamber 
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were measured using a gas detector tube with a detection 
limit of 0.05 ppm.

To examine the lifespan of the adsorbent, we carried out 
the gaseous breakthrough experiments that used to describe 
the deactivation time of the adsorbent where the gas mol-
ecules are unable to adsorb on the surface. The breakthrough 
curves defined as a plot of period of the test versus the con-
centration of the adsorbate in the outlet stream (Marsh and 
Rodríguez-Reinoso 2006). The experiments were carried 
out with packed column where the adsorbents were packed 
inside the reactor. The integrated area under the curve rep-
resents the HCl gas transfer to adsorbents which determines 
the adsorbent lifespan. The breakthrough can be calculated 
by Eq. (3).

where C and C0 represents the HCl concentration at the 
effluent and influent, respectively.

Results and discussion

HCl adsorption on p‑graphene and epoxy graphene

To obtain insight into the adsorption behavior of HCl on 
various AC surfaces, we employed a first-principles method 
based on DFT to explore its adsorption modes and calculate 
their adsorption energies. According to the experimental 
observations, typical AC comprises 88% C, 6−7% O, 0.5% 
H, 0.5% N, and 1% S where the variation of O contents 
depend on the treatment process and the types of raw mate-
rial to produce the AC (Ludlow 2006). It can be seen that 
majority of the AC structure is mostly three — coordinated 
carbon with decorated oxygen atoms as also reported in pre-
vious studies (Boehm 1966; Boehm et al. 1964). Several 
oxygen functional groups were experimentally observed on 
the AC surfaces such as epoxy, ketones, alcohols, and car-
boxylic acids at high coverage (Donnet 1968). However, a 
high coverage of oxygenated groups would make the system 
more complex whereas less complicated low coverage model 
can effectively be used to obtain insight into the role of oxy-
genated functional group toward the HCl adsorption. Among 
these oxygenated functional groups, the epoxy group has 
been predicted by Ab initio molecular dynamic simulations 
(AIMD) as one of the most stable functional groups in the 
reduced graphene oxide system. Experimental results show 
that these oxygenated functional groups are quite persis-
tent even under aggressive chemical and thermal treatment 
(Bagri et al. 2010). Hence, in this work, a bare graphene 

(3)� =

∞

∫
0

(

1 −
C

C
0

)

dt

and epoxy graphene sheets were as a model system to study 
behavior of HCl adsorption.

Several adsorption modes of HCl were examined to find 
the most stable adsorbed configurations. Computations show 
that HCl molecularly adsorbs on the p-graphene surface. 
Two adsorption modes were considered in this study includ-
ing perpendicular adsorption of HCl with H (H-end mode) 
and Cl  (Cl− end mode) pointed to the surface, as shown in 
Fig. 1. It can be seen that the most stable configurations are 
the H-end configurations which are more stable than those 
of the H-end mode by 0.15 eV and 0.32 eV for adsorption on 
p-and epoxy graphene, respectively (Fig. 1). The structure of 
the adsorb molecule also agrees with the calculated adsorp-
tion energies where the more stable H-end mode exhibits 
closer molecule-surface distances for p-graphene (218 vs. 
312 pm) and epoxy graphene (174 vs. 302 pm).

Next, the effect of an epoxy functional group on the 
adsorptivity was closely investigated. As shown in Fig. 2a, 
for the adsorption on p-graphene, the most stable configu-
ration exhibits a perpendicular orientation of the HCl mol-
ecule with the H atom closest to the surface. The calculated 

Fig. 1  The HCl adsorption modes including a  H− end mode for pris-
tine graphene, b  H− end mode for epoxy functional group, c  Cl− end 
mode for pristine graphene, and d  Cl− end mode for epoxy functional 
group
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adsorption energy of −0.41 eV indicates that the HCl mol-
ecule physically adsorbs on the p-graphene where the dis-
tance between the molecule and the surface is 218 pm. The 
most stable adsorption mode is equivalent to that of reported 
in a recently published work where our calculated adsorp-
tion energy is somewhat stronger than their reported value 
of −0.23 eV. The mismatched adsorption energies may stem 
from the lack of weak vdW corrections in their computa-
tional treatment (Ran et al. 2020).

In the presence of the epoxy group, HCl adsorbs more 
strongly on the surface where its adsorption energy is 
improved from −0.41 to −0.57 eV; nevertheless, it is still 
considered as weak physisorption, Fig. 2b. The adsorption 
mode is quite similar to that of the p-graphene where HCl 
is molecularly adsorbed on the surface. Its H atom points 
toward the epoxy group forming a weak H-bond interaction 
with the O–H distance of 1.74 Å, Fig. 2b. The stronger inter-
action between the HCl molecule and the epoxy group leads 
to an elongation of H–Cl bond distance by 2 pm when com-
pare with that of the adsorbed molecule on the bare surface.

To obtain insight into the role of epoxy group in the 
improved adsorption, we analyzed their charges using the 
Bader charge scheme (Yu and Trinkle 2011). For adsorp-
tion on the p-graphene, the charge of 0.03 e is transferred 
from the surface to the HCl molecule where it is mostly 
accumulated at the more electronegative atom, Cl, as shown 
in Fig. 2a. The degree of charge transfer is slightly greater 
when an epoxy group was introduced onto the surface where 
0.04 e is transferred from the epoxy graphene to the HCl 
molecule, Fig. 2b. It is obvious that the epoxy oxygen acts 
as the adsorbed center where the charge of the oxygen atom 
is depleted by 0.29 e. The analysis suggests that the pres-
ence of the epoxy group facilitates adsorbent-surface charge 

transfer, which improves adsorptivity of the AC surface. It 
can be concluded that the epoxy group serves as a charge 
transfer center which stabilize the HCl adsorption.

In addition, we calculated and analyzed the projected 
density of states (PDOS) of the adsorbed HCl and compare 

Fig. 2  Schematic illustrations 
of most stable configurations, 
equilibrium distances, degree 
of charge transferred, and 
adsorption energies of HCl on a 
pristine graphene and b epoxy 
graphene. The equilibrium 
distances are denoted in pm. 
The shadow colors indicate 
the extent of charge transferred 
upon adsorption

Fig. 3  Projected density of states of a HCl gas, b pristine graphene, 
c HCl adsorbed pristine graphene, and d HCl adsorbed epoxy gra-
phene. The vertical dashed line marks the Fermi energy
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with that of the HCl gas molecule to gain deeper under-
standing on the interaction between HCl and the graphene 
surface. The DOS of a single HCl molecule exhibits sharp 
frontier states at the Fermi level, as shown in Fig. 3a. When 
the molecule is adsorbed on the p-graphene, these states 
become more diffuse and shift to the lower energy, Fig. 3c. 
This indicates that HCl prefers to adsorb on the graphene 
surface which is consistent with the calculated adsorption 
energy. When HCl adorbs at the epoxy site, the states of HCl 
molecule largely hybridize with the O 2p states suggesting 
strong interaction between HCl and the O functional group 
on the surface, Fig. 3d. The calculated DOS explains the 
improved adsorption energy and higher degree of charge 
transfer in the presence of epoxy group.

From the computational viewpoints, it can be concluded 
that oxygen-containing functional groups occurred upon 
base treatment improve the adsorption strength of the HCl 
molecule. Analysis of electronic structures reveals that O on 
the surface act as active sites for HCl adsorption. Although 
the presence of oxygen functional groups enhances the 
adsorption, these interactions are still characterized as weak 
van der Waals force where HCl molecules only physisorbed 
on the surface without formation of chemical bonds.

Interplay between alkali cations and surface oxygen 
functional groups

Upon the alkali treatment, it is likely that not only oxygen 
functional groups are introduced but also large amounts of 
alkali ions could co-exist on the surface. Hence, to study 
the role of alkali cations on the adsorptivity, the graphene 
model was modified by adding various co-adsorbed O atom 

and alkali ion (M = Na, K) on the surface. The following 
co-adsorbed functional groups were considered; hydroxyl 
with an alkali ion (MOH) and epoxy with two alkali ions 
 (M2O) where the considered alkali ions are  Na+ and  K+ cati-
ons. The calculations were performed by initially optimizing 
the MOH and  M2O surfaces and an isolated HCl molecule. 
Then, the HCl molecule was placed nearby the OH of O 
functional group and the metal cation where H of the HCl 
molecule is closer to the OH/O group and Cl is next to the 
metal ion. Next, the geometry optimizations were carried 
out to yield to optimized structures. The most stable con-
figurations where selected where their energies were used 
to calculated  Eads.

In the case of the MOH graphene, we find that the HCl 
molecule dissociatively adsorbs on the surface. This process 
is barrierless with the adsorption energies of −2.76 eV and 
−2.73 eV for M =  Na+ and  K+ ions, respectively. As shown 
in Fig. 4a, the H atom forms a covalent bond with the surface 
hydroxyl group and yield a water molecule with asymmetric 
O–H bond distances of 100 and 97 pm for both  Na+ and  K+ 
containing surfaces. The  Cl– anion electrostatically attracted 
to the nearby alkali cation at the distances of 252 pm and 
282 pm for  Na+ and  K+ ions, respectively. The farther dis-
tance between Cl and K is due to the larger ionic radius of 
 K+ ion (138 pm) than that of the  Na+ ion (102 pm) (Shan-
non 1976). The newly formed water molecule is intact with 
the M–Cl dimer where the distances between the O atom 
and the alkali ions are 228 and 261 pm for  Na+ and  K+ ions, 
respectively. Such strong interactions lead to highly stabi-
lized adsorbates on the graphene as reflected by dramatically 
decreased adsorption energies.

Fig. 4  Schematic illustrations 
of most stable configurations, 
equilibrium distances, degree of 
charge transferred, and adsorp-
tion energies of HCl on a MOH 
graphene and b  M2O graphene 
(M = Na, K). The equilibrium 
distances are denoted in pm. 
The shadow colors indicate 
the extent of charge transferred 
upon adsorption where the posi-
tive and negative values indicate 
charge gain and charge loss, 
respectively
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Even more stable co-adsorbed species were predicted for 
HCl adsorption on the  M2O graphene where the adsorption 
energies are −3.61 eV and −3.69 eV for  Na+ and  K+ ions, 
respectively. Similar to the previous case, the adsorbed HCl 
molecule dissociates where the H atom forms a new bond 
with the surface O atom and yields a hydroxyl group with 
an O–H bond distance of 97 pm, Fig. 4b. The  Cl– anion 
then attracted to the nearby alkali ion with the distances of 
253 pm and 301 pm for  Na+ and  K+ ions, respectively. The 
generated OH group is relatively close to the two alkali ions 
with the average M–O distances of 218 pm and 256 pm for 
 Na+ and  K+ ions, respectively. Such stable co-adsorbed spe-
cies could be attributed by the presence of two anion species, 
 Cl− and  OH−, which electrostatically interact with two alkali 
ions on the surface.

Although the calculated adsorption energies of HCl on 
the alkali-modified surfaces are extremely low, the bind-
ing energies between the newly formed adsorbed species 
and the surface are rather moderate. The calculated bind-
ing energies are in the range of 0.78–1.07 eV which imply 
that these adsorbed species could easily be separated from 
the surface. As a result, from the computational viewpoint, 
the post-adsorbed AC could be treated to easily remove the 
adsorbed species and regenerate the fresh adsorbent. As con-
firmed by the experimental results, NaCl has been deposited 
on the spent adsorbent (discussed in Sect. 4) which is easily 
washed by water and consequently dry before reuse.

The Bader charge analysis reveals significantly greater 
charge transfer upon HCl adsorption on the alkali-modified 
graphene as compared to that of the p-graphene. As depicted 
in Fig. 4a, the MOH graphene involves charge transfer of 
0.19 e from the HCl to the M-OH species and the gra-
phene sheet. In particular, the H atom of HCl mostly loses 
its charge (−0.70 e) to the surface oxygen atom (+ 0.24 e 
and + 0.26 e for Na and K systems) and Cl atom (+ 0.51 e); 
thus, it is considered as  H+ when it bonds with the  OH– ion 
and yields a  H2O molecule. As the Cl atom accepts charge 
of 0.51 e, it can be considered as a  Cl– anion which elec-
trostatically attracted to the remaining alkali cation where 
their charges remain unchanged (0.00 e). Likewise, the 
behavior of charge transfer for the  M2O graphene is similar 
to those of the MOH graphene. Nevertheless, the degree 
of charge transfer is greater for the  M2O graphene where 
O and Cl atoms gain more charges of 0.37 e and 0.58 e, 
respectively. As a result, more stable adsorbed species were 
obtained where the adsorption energies have been lowered 
to –3.61 and −3.69 eV for surfaces containing  Na+ and  K+ 
ions, respectively.

As previously discussed, the HCl molecule undergoes 
dissociative adsorption on the alkali-modified surfaces and 
form new compounds, i.e., water and chloride salts. It can 
be seen from Fig. 5a, b that the PDOS of the  H2O molecule 
is located at low energy levels and the Cl states shift further 

below the Fermi level. These shifts indicate that formations 
of the  H2O molecule and  Cl– anion are quite stable on the 
surface. In addition, the PDOS of HCl adsorbed on the  M2O 
graphene reveal the strongly hybridized  OH– and  Cl– states 
(Fig. 5c, d). Such strong hybridization implies that the newly 
formed  OH– and  Cl– species are both stabilized by the elec-
trostatic interactions with the two alkali cations on the sur-
face, which in turn, leads to the very stable adsorbed species. 
Nevertheless, the PDOS of newly formed adsorbed species, 
i.e., M–Cl, OH, and  H2O, moderately overlap with that of 
the graphene sheet implying weak interactions between these 
species and the adsorbent. The calculated PDOS are in good 
agreement with the discussion of the Bader charge analy-
sis and adsorption energies which imply strong interaction 
between the co-adsorbed species.

Thermodynamic stabilities of HCl adsorption

At the operating temperature of 35 °C, the calculated  Gads 
decreases with increasing partial pressure of HCl suggesting 
that adsorption capacity of the surface is greater at high HCl 
concentration, Fig. 6a. Among the considered AC surfaces, 
the alkali-modified surfaces affectively adsorb HCl as their 
calculated  Gads are negative at all considered HCl concentra-
tion. On the other hand, the untreated AC, as modeled by 

Fig. 5  Projected density of states of HCl adsorption on graphene 
as  modified by a NaOH, b KOH, c  Na2O, and d  K2O. The vertical 
dashed line marks the Fermi energy
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pristine and epoxy graphene, display positive  Gads at most 
range of considered HCl concentrations indicating low 
adsorptivity toward HCl gas. Only the epoxy surface starts 
to adsorb at relatively high HCl pressure of 0.1 atm.

Effect of temperature on the adsorptivity was explored 
where the  Gads were calculated as a function of tempera-
ture at constant HCl concentration of 400 ppm as used in 
the experiment. It can be seen from Fig. 6b that increasing 
the temperature leads to increasing Gads indicating lower 
adsorptivity. Such behavior is expected because increasing 
temperature lowers chemical potential of HCl gas resulting 
in relatively low adsorption capacity (Iannarelli and Rossi 
2014; Weinlaender et al. 2018). Here, again, only the alkali-
modified surfaces act as effective adsorbate whereas the 
untreated AC does not adsorb HCl gas at the considered tem-
perature range, even at low temperature of 0 °C. Overall, it 
can be concluded that at operating conditions, the untreated 
AC is inert toward HCl adsorption. The adsorptivity can be 
greatly improved via alkali treatment where the calculated 
adsorption free energies are negative at wide range of tem-
peratures and HCl concentrations.

Characterizations and HCl adsorption tests

To confirm the computational predictions on the supe-
rior adsorptivity of the alkali-modified AC, various 

characterizations of the adsorbents and adsorption experi-
ments were carried out. First, the functional groups of the 
adsorbents were characterized using the FTIR technique. 
It can be seen from Fig. 7a that the untreated AC mainly 
comprises aromatic carbon rings indicated as broad peak 
at 1130  cm−1 (Chen et al. 2014). For the NaOH-modified 
AC, the aromaticity was largely destroyed by the alkali 
treatment where the peak at 1130  cm−1 is greatly dimin-
ished. On the other hand, the band of O–H stretching at 
3542  cm−1 was observed in the IR spectra of the alkali-
treated samples (Protilla 1976). The carbonaceous struc-
tures were deconstructed after HCl adsorption and surface 
modifications as resulted from the decreases of C = C and 
C≡C bonds spectra at 776 and 2327  cm−1. Importantly, 
an increase in the band at 1000 –1300  cm−1 attributed to 
C–O– C single bonds (Kim et al. 2006) was also found in 
prior and post-adsorption of alkali-treated samples. This 
implies that parts of the AC surface were restructured via 
modification of oxygenated functional groups and deposi-
tion of alkali metal (Hu and Hsieh 2017; Tangsathitkulchai 
et al. 2021). The–CH bond spectrum is sharper and higher 
intensity after NaOH modification and adsorption. Carbon 
might lose the stability. The H of HCl thus could physi-
cally or chemically attach the surface carbon.

With an enhancement of surface via base treatment, the 
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and scanning electron 
microscopy equipped energy-dispersive X-ray (SEM–EDX) 
characterizations were carried out to identify the effects 
of NaOH treatment on the AC surfaces. The BET analy-
sis reveals that base treatment decreases the surface area 
of the adsorbent by 1.38 times, from 1010 ± 27 to 732 ± 51 

Fig. 6  Calculated Gibbs free energies of adsorption, Gads, as a func-
tion of a partial pressure of HCl gas at 35 °C and b operating temper-
ature of 35 °C at constant HCl concentration of 600 ppm. The dotted 
black, green, orange, dashed black, red, and blue lines denote the Gads 
of pristine, epoxy, NaOH, KOH,  Na2O, and  K2O graphene, respec-
tively. The dashed red line marks the Gads of zero eV

Fig. 7  Schematic illustration of Fourier-transform infrared spec-
troscopy, FTIR, spectra of untreated-(AC), post-adsorbed activated 
carbon (AC /HCl),  NaOH− treated-(AC-NaOH), and post-adsorbed  
 NaOH− treated activated carbon (AC-NaOH/HCl)
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 m3/g. This is due to the accumulation of alkali metal on the 
surface. The existence of Na metal was confirmed by the 
SEM–EDX analysis as shown in Fig. 8 and summarized in 
Table 1. It can be seen that significant amounts of Na present 
on the treated AC (16.13%). In addition, the NaOH-treated 
AC surface exhibits small cavities as compared with that 
of the untreated AC where the flake-like particles show the 
deposition of Na on the AC surface, as shown in Fig. 9.

After HCl adsorption, the Na metal is still intact with 
comparable Na content to that of AC prior adsorption 
(16.13 vs. 16.37%), as detailed in Table 1. The Cl uptake 
by the prepared adsorbent is confirmed by the EDX analy-
sis. The increasing of Cl content after HCl adsorption for 
the treated AC (1.68–0.76 = 0.92%) is greater than that 
of the untreated AC (0.84–0.47 = 0.37%). This indicates 
that NaOH treatment improves HCl adsorption capacity. 
The experimental observations agree very well with the 

calculated results that the NaOH-modified AC systems 
exhibit stronger HCl adsorptivity.

In addition, the addition of alkali solution subjected to 
increase surface polarity such as acidic and basic func-
tional group on surface (Boehm 1966). The XRD pattern 
reported the unchanged crystalline structure after NaOH 
treatment as also reported previously (Wang et al. 2020). 
 Na+ ion remains on the adsorbate which consequently 
polarized inducing the  Cl− ion and forming NaCl as the 
crystalline phase.

After HCl adsorption, the NaOH-modified AC was char-
acterized using the XRD technique to confirm the formation 
of ionic metal chloride compounds as predicted in the DFT 
calculations. As shown in Fig. 10, the spent NaOH-treated 
AC exhibits characteristic patterns of NaCl crystal with low 
intensity of characteristic carbon peak around two-theta of 
25 degree representing with oxide. The presence of NaCl 
was previously reported for Na-treated adsorbent in chlo-
ride ion treatment (Osio-Norgaard and Srubar 2019). The 
experimental results are consistent with the computational 
predictions that HCl dissociatively adsorbs on the alkali-
modified AC. The  Cl− ions electrostatically attract to the 
Na + ions leading to a formation of NaCl compound (Arte-
mov et al. 2015).

Lastly, the adsorptivity of the AC and NaOH-modified 
AC toward HCl gas was determined using the Langmuir 
isotherm model as calculated using Eq. (4) (Swenson and 
Stadie 2019).

Fig. 8  Schematic illustrations of SEM–EDX of a AC, b NaOH-treated AC, c HCl adsorbed AC, and d HCl adsorbed  NaOH− treated AC

Table 1  Results of the elemental analysis by SEM − EDX

NA = Not available

Elements Weight (%)

AC HCl/AC NaOH-AC HCl/NaOH–AC

C K 86.64 85.61 47.04 44.78
O K 12.90 13.55 36.07 36.17
Cl K 0.47 0.84 0.76 1.68
Na K NA NA 16.13 16.37
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where qe and qm represent the equilibrium and maximum 
loading capacity, respectively;  Ce refers to the equilibrium 
HCl concentration in gas phase; and KL is the Langmuir 
equilibrium constant which related to the affinity of bind-
ing sites with the adsorbate, where the linearized term is 
as Eq. (5).

As shown in Fig. 9, the HCl adsorption on both adsor-
bents exhibits well−fitted by Langmuir model (R2 = 0.9737 
and 0.9897) indicating that monolayer of adsorbed mole-
cules takes place over both surfaces, Fig. 11. It is character-
ized by the plateau that no further adsorption takes place 
on both surfaces. As summarized in Table 2, the calculated 
maximum adsorption capacity,  qm, for the modified AC sur-
face (188.9 mg/g) is substantially higher than that of the 
untreated AC surface (78.9 mg/g). The estimated adsorption 
capacity is also consistent with the adsorption coefficient, 
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× C

e
)
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Fig. 9  Micrograph of prior 
and after adsorption with 
5,000 magnification of a AC 
and b  NaOH− treated AC 
and 1000 magnification of c 
HCl adsorbed AC and d HCl 
adsorbed  NaOH− treated AC

Fig. 10  Schematic illustration of X-ray diffraction, XRD, patterns 
of untreated-(AC),  NaOH− treated-(AC-NaOH), and post-adsorbed 
 NaOH− treated activated carbon (AC-NaOH/HCl) adsorption on 
NaOH-treated AC
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 KL, that the modified AC displays a significantly higher 
value of 0.064 gadsorbent/m3 whereas the unmodified AC 
possesses a much smaller adsorption coefficient of 0.008 
gadsorbent/m3. The identical relationship was observed in pre-
vious study (Yue et al. 2006) where the adsorption capacity 
of  CO2 and  H2 is higher using NaOH-modified activated 
carbon and the higher dichlorination amount using modified 
activated carbon (Chen et al. 2014). Langmuir isotherm sug-
gests that there is one monolayer of HCl physically adsorbed 
on the AC where the adsorbates homogeneously cover the 
adsorbent surface (Swenson and Stadie 2019). The experi-
mental results illustrate the adsorption of Langmuir iso-
therm which imply that interaction between adsorbate and 
adsorbent is significant corresponding to the computational 
results. The results obtained from adsorption isotherm are 
consistent with the DFT-calculated results that the alkali 
treatment improves adsorptivity of the AC adsorbents.

As a conclusion, surface modification via NaOH could 
lower surface area and improve surface basicity that facili-
tate the gas removal (Soni et al. 2020). The coconut shell-
based AC as used in the study basically has large amounts 
of basic sites (Lee et al. 2010). The basicity on AC was 
attributed to the formation of oxygenated function groups 
(hydroxyl and epoxy) which help stabilize HCl adsorption. 
With the cracked surface and alkali deposition, the enhance-
ment through surface modification is obviously resulted in 
increasing adsorption capacity of HCl.

Breakthrough curves of HCl adsorption

It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the NaOH-treated AC exhib-
its significantly longer lifespan (3.2 times) than that of the 
untreated AC. The experimental results are consistent with 
the calculated adsorption energies that the NaOH-treated AC 
shows a superior adsorptivity. Once breakthrough occurs, 
the adsorbent must be regenerated or disposed. In practice, 
the adsorbent is generally used to adsorb various contami-
nated substances in the natural gas stream including gase-
ous HCl, chlorinated compounds, and various heavy metal 
elements. The regeneration process involves the removal of 
strongly adsorbed heavy metals which is rather complicated. 
Therefore, the regeneration of exhausted adsorbent is gen-
erally not carried out and is transferred to disposal (Geor-
giadis et al. 2020). Nevertheless, the regeneration of such 
adsorbents, where removal of heavy metals is crucial, is of 
particular interest and could be our future study. 

Conclusion

We used the combined experimental and computational 
approaches to explore the role of alkali treatment toward 
the HCl gas adsorption on AC. Characterization based on 
FTIR and XRD shows that upon the NaOH treatment, higher 
concentration of oxygen-containing functional groups and 
significant amounts of  Na+ ions are expected on the modi-
fied AC surfaces. The BET analysis reveals that base treat-
ment decreases the surface area of the adsorbent by 1.38 
times with the Cl uptake increased by 0.55%. It is obviously 
shown through the adsorption experiments that the alkali 
treatment has dramatically improved the adsorptivity of 
the AC approximately 2.4 times within the description of 
Langmuir isotherm. Computations based on first-principles 

Fig. 11  Langmuir adsorption isotherm fitting of HCl adsorption on 
untreated AC (black filled square) and  NaOH− treated AC (black 
filled circle)

Table 2  Langmuir isotherm parameters

Adsorbent qm 
 (mgHCl/gadsorbent)

KL (gadsorbent/m3) R2

AC 78.74 0.00779 0.9867
NaOH-treated AC 188.68 0.06393 0.9940

Fig. 12  The breakthrough curves of HCl adsorption in packed bed 
column at 35  °C on AC (black filled circle) and NaOH-treated AC 
(black filled triangle)
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method reveal the underlying mechanism of the role of alkali 
treatment on enhancing the adsorption performance of the 
AC. Oxygen functional groups on the surface as modeled 
by an epoxy group help to stabilize the adsorbed HCl; how-
ever, the improved adsorption energy is rather small. The 
drastic improvement in adsorptivity is predicted when alkali 
ions such as  Na+ and  K+ are incorporated on the surface 
where their adsorption energies have been improved by six 
to seven folds. Illustrated through their electronic structures, 
the alkali ions act as positive counter ions to electrostatically 
stabilize the co-adsorbed  Cl– ions and, therefore, promotes 
dissociative HCl adsorption. The calculated results are con-
sistence with the XRD characterization revealing the exist-
ence of NaCl phase on the AC after HCl adsorption. In addi-
tion, the thermodynamics model was employed to predict the 
relative stabilities of adsorbed HCl at various temperatures 
and HCl concentrations. Computations show that only the 
alkali-modified AC can significantly adsorb the HCl gas at 
the operating conditions. The insight obtained based on the 
microscopic investigation can explain the experimentally 
observations of the improved adsorptivity of the alkali-
treated AC surfaces.
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